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Think about cleanliness and sanitation from
the point of view of the customer. The
customer experience can be shaped in an
instant by:

• Walking into a clean toilet.

• Ordering food in a clean environment.

• Seeing Team Members wash their hands.

• Sitting at a clean table.

Customers expect food to be prepared in a clean and sanitised
kitchen. Restaurant cleanliness and sanitation directly impact
food safety and food quality. These factors may determine
whether a customer will return to the restaurant.

Make cleanliness and sanitation a priority. Your restaurant will
be a better place for customers and a better place to work.

You cast a leadership shadow of Accountability and
Customer Mania, 2 of our How We Work Together Principles,
by ensuring cleanliness, sanitation, and food safety in the
restaurant.

Module Trainer___________________________________________
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Agenda
■■ Discuss:

– Module purpose.
– Activities.
– Trainee and Module Trainer expectations.
– How communication will occur.

■■ Agree on Training Schedule.
■■ Obtain materials.

Notes

Module purpose:
To identify the responsibilities of the Shift Leader to ensure Team Members meet
cleanliness and food safety standards.

Module preparation:
• Review module objectives and activities.
• Get copies of tools and resources listed on the Contents page.
• Find answers to questions specific to your restaurant policies and guidelines.
• Identify Champs Standard Library pages that trainee needs to read.
• Develop Training Schedule for completing this module. (Some activities can be

grouped together.)

During this meeting with the trainee, you will:
• Review learning objectives listed on the Contents page and discuss all terms.
• Relate a personal experience related to the importance of following standards.
• Set expectations for the trainee’s training.
• Go over each activity. Point out activities that need special scheduling or support

from others.
• Explain how to get materials needed to complete activities.
• Tell the trainee to answer every question with a complete answer.
• Provide the module Training Schedule. Explain reasons for the Training

Schedule. Emphasise that the trainee sets the pace. Adjust the Training Schedule
if needed.

• Explain that some activities are self-directed by the trainee. Others are completed
with the Module Trainer coaching or observing.
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Learn to . . .
By doing 
activity . . .

Starting 
on page . . . And using . . .

• Recent CHAMPSCHECK
• Recent CER
• Recent Health Inspection Report
• Blank CHAMPSCHECK

Lead Cleanliness
and Sanitation

2-1

2-2

2-3

8 30 min.

10 1 hr.

12 1 hr. 15 min.

• Recent Health Inspection ReportHandle a Health
Inspection

2-7

2-8

2-9

25 30 min.

26 30 min.

28 45 min.

• Tools to Document Food
Safety Issues

Handle Food
Safety Issues

Quiz 38 15 min.

Short Answer 39 15 min.

Skills Assessment 41 3 hr.

12 hr. Trainee

5 hr. Module Trainer

2-10

2-11

2-12

31 30 min.

32 1 hr.

36 30 min.

• Food Safety Checklist
• C.H.A.M.P.S. Recognition Cards

Serve Safe Food 2-4

2-5

2-6

17 30 min.

20 30 min.

21 1 hr.

Show your
knowledge . . .

By doing 
the . . .

Total Time For . . .
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Review the module terms and definitions that
follow. 

If the term used in your restaurant is different, write
it in the box provided.

Anti-bacterial soap Soap that inhibits the growth of bacteria. Washing hands
with the soap for 20 seconds will reduce bacteria to a
safe level.

Clean No visible dirt, trash, or clutter

Cross contamination Process in which germs (bacteria, viruses, etc.) or
chemicals from a contaminated source are spread to
previously uncontaminated food. Cross contamination
occurs when germs or chemicals are transferred through
human contact, improper food storage, improper
production techniques, or pest infestation.

Danger zone Temperature range between 5° and 63°C in which
bacteria can easily grow. Food should be handled and
stored above or below this zone to prevent contamination.

EHO inspection reports Issued to the restaurant by a Environmental Health
Officer. The reports detail inspector findings from a formal
inspection of the premises.

Hold time The maximum time a food product will retain its quality
and be safe to use after it has been prepped or prepared.
An item may have one hold time when it is a prepped
ingredient and another hold time as part of a finished
product.
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Sanitised Free from harmful levels of disease-causing organisms

Shelf life Maximum time that a food item will retain its freshness
and be safe to use if stored under correct conditions.
Food items usually have a different shelf life depending
on whether they are unopened or opened and whether
they are dry, frozen, or refrigerated.

Use-by date (Also called expiration date) Date by which a product
must be used, to ensure product quality and safety

HACCP HAZARD ANALYSIS CRITICAL CONTROL POINTS
Process to ensure all food is prepared in a safe
environment and is safe to eat

CHAMPS Working Manual Manual containing all working documents and reference
around safety and work e.g. COSHH

MRD Made, Ready, Discard. Prep labels used on our products
to ensure no product is kept past its shelf life, or being it
has been fully defrosted.

Material Safety MSDS contains information regarding our chemicals
Data Sheets and what to do in the event of an accident.
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Lead Cleanliness and
Sanitation

Make sure all Team Members know the importance of
following cleanliness and sanitation standards, ensure they
have watched the Food Safety Video. Then coach and
support Team Members on the standards every shift. Use
the Cleaning Training Material for training new Team
Members and for keeping levels of cleanliness to a high
standard.

Get your team excited about cleaning the restaurant. The
best way to do this is to recognise good work the right away. 

Other ideas for creating positive energy about cleaning to
standards include:

• Set goals with the team for having the cleanest shift.

• Ask the team for ideas to keep problem areas clean. Use
the ideas and recognise success.

• Have each Team Member adopt a piece of equipment or
area to clean. Encourage friendly competition and
ownership. Try numbering pieces of equipment to ensure
everything is cleaned regularly, e.g. dough trolleys, ceiling
tiles.

• Plan cleaning tasks by using the weekly and daily
cleaning schedules in the Standards of Operation
manual.
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Your Role in Cleanliness and Sanitation

Maintaining a clean, sanitised, and inviting restaurant is one
of the most challenging aspects of shift management. 

To lead your team towards excellence in cleanliness and
sanitation:

• Demonstrate the importance of cleanliness and sanitation
at all times.

• Communicate C.H.A.M.P.S. standards for cleanliness and
sanitation during training and ongoing coaching and
support.
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Activity

2-1
Review Standards for Cleanliness and
Sanitation

Answer the following question. 

1. What is the difference between clean and
sanitised?

Review Champs Standard Library about:
• Cleaning

Page(s) ______________________________

• Sanitation and Food Safety
– Introduction
– Reducing Bacterial Growth
– General Sanitation

Page(s) ______________________________

• Health and Safety
– Food-borne Illnesses

Page(s) ______________________________

Clean = visibly clean, no signs of dirt.
Sanitised = harmful bacteria have been
removed, usually through the use of
chemicals.
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2. The tables in the dining room need a good
cleaning. What do you say?

❑ "Who wants to go out there and clean tables?"

❑ "Rick, the tables look like they need cleaning.
Go out there and clean them."

❑ "Rick, will you please take a clean yellow cloth
and the spray bottle and wipe every table?
Make sure they are free of food and that they
shine? The customers will appreciate it."

3. You ask James to clean out the walk-in. He
mumbles something and walks to the back. Ten
minutes later you see James helping Anna in
the despatch area. Five minutes after that he
moves over to work in the prep area, even
though he is not needed there. Now it is 20
minutes later, and James still has not started
cleaning the walk-in. What do you say?

❑ "James, can you tell me why you have not
cleaned the walk-in?"

❑ "James, when I ask you to do something I
expect it to be done. You never seem to listen
when I give you cleaning jobs."

❑ "James, the walk-in is calling you."

❑ "Hey James. How fast can you clean out that
walk-in? Do it quickly, and you can work the
despatch when Anna goes on break."

✓

✓
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Activity

2-2
Evaluate Restaurant Cleanliness and
Sanitation

Complete the following activity.

Gather and review tools used recently to evaluate
cleanliness and sanitation in your restaurant. 

Look only at the sections on cleanliness, food
safety, and sanitation.

Complete the chart.  Refer to the recent
evaluations.

Where did the 
Recent restaurant lose points
Scores on cleanliness What trends do How can you 

Tool or % and sanitation? you notice? help improve?

CHAMPSCHECK

C.H.A.M.P.S.
Excellence Review
(CER)

EHO Report

Customer
Complaints
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Complete the chart using available information.

Question Notes

How does your restaurant assign and
track weekly and monthly preventive
maintenance tasks?

How do you ensure that cleaning tasks
are completed during your shift?

How do you recognise Team Member
efforts to complete cleaning tasks to
standards?
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Activity

2-3 Coach to Meet Standards

Review the answers to Activities 2-1 and 2-2.
Then review the questions in the chart below.
Make sure you know the answers so you can
coach or recognise Team Member performance.

Evaluate cleanliness and sanitation standards in
your restaurant. Your Module Trainer will observe
as you complete this activity.

Conduct a CHAMPSCHECK. Use the sections on
cleanliness and sanitation standards.

Provide coaching for any opportunities. 

Assign any tasks that need to be completed.

Recognise good performance.

Observe the team for 1 hour as you work. 

Complete the chart.

Are Team Members: Action Taken/Coaching or Recognition ProvidedYes      No

Cleaning and sanitising "as
they go"?

Using correct portions of
cleaning and sanitation
supplies?

Using cleaning and
sanitation supplies for the
right jobs?
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Are Team Members: Action Taken/Coaching or Recognition ProvidedYes      No

Using correct equipment for
cleaning?

Completing assigned
cleaning tasks in non-peak
times?

Following the process in the
standards to wash hands
between tasks and after
contacting germs?

Discuss the following with your Module Trainer
after peak.

Topic Notes

Opportunities for coaching on cleanliness
and sanitation standards

Strengths you see regarding meeting
cleanliness and sanitation standards

Feedback on your areas of opportunity
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Serve Safe Food

As Duty Manager, your role is to monitor your team to
ensure that only safe food is served. 

Unsafe food can make people sick.
This may impact customer
satisfaction, team morale, and sales.
By monitoring food safety and
coaching your team, you can protect
the team, your customers, and the
restaurant.

Your Role

Watch Team Members to ensure they are following food
safety standards. Immediately coach Team Members to
correct deviations from standards.

Use the food safety checklist in the Standards of Operations
manual. This tool helps identify potential problems. Then,
you can take action to prevent food safety issues.

As Duty Manager, you may need to
handle situations related to food
safety such as:

• EHO inspections.

• CERs.

• Ingredient or product recalls.
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Food Safety Basics 

There are 3 main types of
food contamination
hazards:

• Biological hazards.

• Chemical hazards.

• Foreign objects in food.

These hazards may have severe
consequences. A single incident of food
contamination can harm hundreds of customers and all of
your Team Members, even yourself. Sometimes the impact
on business forces the closure of a restaurant.
To prevent issues from occurring, Team Members and
Managers must follow these 6 food safety procedures: 

1. Sanitation

Rinse or wipe items clean with sanitising solutions.

2. Temperature control

Keep hot items hot, cold items cold. Keep food items at
safe temperatures that do not promote growth of bacteria.

3. Storage procedures

Store food items in sanitised, sealed containers — no
open food.

4. Prevention of cross-contamination

Store food properly and sanitise hands and equipment.
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5. Handling deliveries

Check the quality and dates of all incoming food products
and ingredients.

6. Proper procedures for food handlers, including personal
hygiene

Cover all open sores with a bandage or a larger bandage
and a single-use glove or a waterproof blue plaster.

The Importance of Detailed Records

It is important to keep detailed records e.g. Standards of
Operations manual. Document correct procedures to show
that your restaurant follows food safety legislation and
company procedures. If you document a problem, it is
important you also document the corrective action you took.

These records can show that proper food safety procedures
were followed. However, as the Duty Manager, do not show
these records unless you are required to do so.

Some types of records are:

• Temperature checks (date, time, and the results).

• Hold times and temperatures.

• The shelf life and use-by dates of items.

• Food safety policies or procedures.

• Training records.
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Activity

2-4
Review Food Safety Standards and
Procedures

Refer to the following Champs Standard
Library sections:
• Sanitation and Food Safety

– Introduction
– Procedures

Page(s) ______________________________

• CHAMPS Working Manual

Page(s) ______________________________

• Health and Safety
– Preventing Product Contamination

Page(s) ______________________________

• Pest Management 
– Introduction
– Procedures

Page(s) ______________________________

Complete the chart using available information.

Question Notes

Are all Team Members food safety
trained before handling food?

Yes, all food handlers should receive basic
food hygiene training (combination of
induction, orientation & job skills training).
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Question Notes

What are the 2 most important things
you can do to prevent biological
contamination?

Who should you call if your RGM is not
available to help with a food safety
issue?

How do you monitor food safety in all
areas of the restaurant?

What tips or tools do you have for
organising the shift to monitor 
food safety?

How does the Standards of Operation
Checklist help you to control food safety
standards?

What does FIFO mean, and why is it
important?

Explain how you would administer the 4
hour rule

Ensure food is kept outside the temperature
danger zone and also ensure all food
handlers wash their hands before handling
food or touching food contact surfaces.

Your Area Manager or another Manager.

Completing your Operations & Cleaning
Checklists.  Also, the monthly CER will
highlight points.

Your Standards of Operation Checklists tells
you when to carry out certain tasks.  Your
thermometer tells you the temperature of
equipment & food.

The Standards of Operation Checklist tells
you what to check and when to do it.  It also
encourages you to document the action you
have taken to correct any problems.

First In, First Out.  It is important to follow
this to ensure we use the oldest product first,
so that food does not go beyond its Discard
date and lead to high wastage.

The 4 Hour Rule comes into play when the
holding temperature of chilled food rises to
over 8ºC.  We need to discard all the food in
that piece of equipment and document the
time we did this on the Standards of
Operation Checklist.  We then need to refill
the equipment (if there are no alternatives)
& discard the new food after 4 hours, again
documenting this on the Standards of
Operation Checklist.  It is a good idea to
label the equipment with the time the 4
hours is up, to act as a prompt.
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Question Notes

What are the biggest areas of concern
about food safety in the restaurant?

How do you coach Team Members on
food safety issues?

What are your primary responsibilities
regarding hand washing?

How does the HACCP process help you
ensure food is safe for our customers?

Describe the MRD labelling process and
why it is important?

The biggest areas of concern would be:
a. Temperature control.
b. Cleaning & sanitation.
c. Personal hygiene.
d. Pest Control.

Team members should be coached on food
safety issues at every opportunity.  Such
issues should never be ignored.

The primary responsibilities regarding hand
washing are:
a. Always wash hands before handling food
or touching food contact surfaces.
b. Use hot water, antibacterial soap & dry
your hands thoroughly.

HACCP is a process by which every stage of
the food process is considered for its risks,
from delivery at the back door, to serving to
the customer in the restaurant or at their
home.  This process will highlight risks that
require control measures to minimise those
risks e.g. taking the temperature of chilled
food every day.

The MRD labelling process is important
because it informs every one the time & date
that a certain product will be ready e.g. fully
defrosted.  The label will then inform us as
to when that product should be discarded as
it has past its shelf life and the quality will
be suffering.  This process ensures
customers receive the products of the best
quality that we can provide.
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Activity

2-5 Prevent Food Safety Hazards

Complete the chart using available information. 
Tell what you think the Shift Leader should do in
each situation.

If a Team Member . . . What should the Duty Manager do?

Comes to work with a cold or flu-like
symptoms?

Mentions that she might have hepatitis?

Cuts a finger but does not require
medical attention?

Comes to work wearing a bandage on a
finger?

Ask team member if they are well enough to
work & if so, find a job that does not involve
handling food or coming into contact with
customers.  Ask team member to go to the
Doctors if serious concerns & to return to
work when fully recovered.

Ask her to go to the Doctors to confirm her
symptoms.  If confirmed, she could still work
but only in non-food contact areas.  Any
scaring should be covered.

Ensure the cut is washed and covered with a
blue plaster.

Ask why she has a bandage.  If possible,
cover bandage with a finger cover from the
First Aid kit.  It may be necessary to ask
them to carry out duties in a non-food
environment & where the bandage will not
get wet. 
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Activity

2-6
Observe and Coach Food Safety
Practices

Review the answers to Activities 2-4 and 2-5. Then
review the questions in the chart below. Make sure
you know the answers so you can coach or
recognise Team Member performance.

Observe food safety practices for 30 minutes. 

Provide coaching or recognition, as your Module
Trainer observes.

Use your food safety checklist or the following
checklist.

To Standard
Do Team Members . . . Action Taken/Coaching or Recognition ProvidedYes      No

Follow hand-washing
procedures?

Separate utensils used for
pre-cooked and cooked
product?

Store and use chemicals
away from food?

Cook all products thoroughly?
Check 1 product served hot
and 1 served cold:

Item Standard
Temp.

Actual
Temp.
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To Standard
Do Team Members . . . Action Taken/Coaching or Recognition ProvidedYes      No

Keep utensils/equipment in
good condition?

Keep refrigerated/frozen
items from being left at room
temperature?

Use equipment thermometers
and maintain the correct
temperature?

Wear brightly coloured 
bandages and single-use
gloves to cover wounds? 

Comply with personal hygiene
standards?
• Hair worn BOH

• Jewellry standards met

• Uniform clean/good
condition

• Personal grooming to 
standards

• Correct hand washing 
facilities
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Discuss the following:

Topic Notes

Opportunities for coaching that you
observed

Successes that you observed

Feedback on your areas of opportunity
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Handle an
Environmental
Health Inspection

There are laws to ensure the safety of the public food
supply. Some of these laws deal with restaurants.

Government agencies and health departments may enforce
laws to protect the public food supply. These agencies are
accountable for:

• Ensuring that restaurants
are clean, serve safe food,
and are free of any health
risks.

• Ensuring that good safety
standards are followed.

• Inspecting restaurants. 

• Giving directions for
maintaining safe and
sanitary conditions.

• Investigating customer
issues about food-borne illness or sanitation.

• Closing restaurants and enforcing fines or penalties when
required.
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Activity

2-7
Review Environmental Health
Inspection Procedures

Review all available information on how to handle
a health inspection.

Review the report from the most recent
Environmental Health Inspection conducted in your
restaurant.

Answer the following questions.

1. How often does your restaurant go through a
health inspection?

2. What should you do?

Case Study You are BOH receiving a delivery when a Team
Member comes to tell you that there is a health
inspector wants to see you.

The answer should be between every 6
months & two years.

Delegate the task of putting the delivery
away to a Team member and go and
greet the EHO.  If unable to delegate
the task, greet the EHO and ask how
you can help them.  If they state they
wish to carry out an inspection, explain
you are in the middle of a task that
cannot be interrupted, but that you are
happy for them to inspect your
restaurant, and you will join them as
soon as you can.
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Activity

2-8 Understand Health Inspections

Complete the chart using available information.

Question Notes

As the Shift Leader, what should you do
during a health department inspection?

When during the day can your restaurant
be inspected?

If an Environmental Health Inspector
visits, what is the first thing you should
do?

What instructions should you give the
team when a Health Inspector arrives?

Try to accompany the inspector and co-
operate at all times.

An inspection can take place at any time you
are on the premises.
.

You should greet them and enquire as to the
purpose of their visit.

Explain to your team the purpose of the
Inspectors visit, and ask them to conduct
themselves in their usual high standards.
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Question Notes

What should you do if the Inspector asks
to see the Keep Sheets?

If the inspector asks to see the standards
manual or to take pictures, what should 
you do?

What should you do after the inspection?

What should you do if the restaurant
receives poor results?

What should you do if the Inspector asks
to see the Team Member training
records?

What should you do if the Inspector
closes the restaurant?

What should you do if the Inspector asks
to take the Standards of Operation
manual away with them?

What should you do if the EMO asks to
see you HACCP?

Show the Material Safety Data Sheets to
him.

You should ask why, but allow him to take
whatever evidence he/she wishes.  You
should then inform your Area Manager.

Inform your Area Manager.

Inform your Area Manager and start on an
Action Plan to rectify the issues.

Show him the training files that he has
requested.

Inform your Area Manager and start on an
Action Plan to rectify the issues.  If you
cannot contact your Area Manager, then
contact the Restaurant Excellence Team at
the RSC.

You should ask for what purpose and ask
when they can return it. (The EHO are
authorised to take any samples or copies of
our paperwork.) Inform your Line Manager.

Give them the HACCP from the CHAMPS
Working Manual and explain the Standards
of Operations is your working document for
HACCP.
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Activity

2-9 Complete a EHO Evaluation

Review the answers to Activities 2-7 and 2-8.

Review a recent Health Inspection Report with your
Module Trainer.

Answer the following questions.

Question Notes

Where are past inspection reports filed?

When was the last inspection?

What issues were noted on the most
recent inspection?

How do you communicate with your team
about the results of inspections?

In the CHAMPS Working Manual

In Team Meetings; via Team Scheme; using
posters on the Team Room walls.
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Recurring
Issue?

Critical Area Issue Noted Yes      No

Inspect the critical areas to manage for preventing
health code violations.

Use the EHO Report you just received as a guide. 

Complete the chart.

Discuss the following:

Topic Notes

Opportunities for improvement in your
restaurant

Concerns you have about handling a
Health Inspection.

Feedback on your areas of opportunity
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Handle Food Safety
Issues

As Shift Leader, you may need to handle a customer issue
about food safety, sanitation, or cleanliness. Standards and
procedures help you resolve these issues and protect the
customer, the team, yourself, and the restaurant.

Your restaurant demands that every Team Member follows
food safety, sanitation, and cleanliness procedures. Even so,
a customer may complain that:

• Food from your restaurant caused an illness.

• Food from your restaurant contained a foreign object
such as a staple or insect.

• A Team Member is sick and coughing all over the food.

• There are flies or other insects in the restaurant.

Avoid these issues by coaching your team to adhere to
established food safety, sanitation, and cleanliness
procedures. However, if this type of complaint occurs,
handle it according to standards.
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Activity

2-10 Review Handling Food Safety Issues

Refer to the following Champs Standard
Library sections:
• Customer Complaints

– Procedures 

Page(s) ______________________________

Answer the questions in the following chart.

Question Notes

Why does your restaurant require the
use of brightly coloured bandages by
Team Members?

What may happen if the Shift Leader
does not properly handle a complaint
about a food safety issue?

Consequences for:

• The customer

• The restaurant

So that they can be easily seen if they fall off
into food.

Consequences:

Customer – will not return to Pizza Hut
again.  May complain to the EHO.

Restaurant – lose sales through the customer
not returning and informing other potential
customers.  Informing the EHO which could
lead to prosecution and poor publicity for the
restaurant and Company.
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Activity

2-11
Review Food Safety and Health
Procedures

Review tools and procedures in your restaurant for
handling food safety issues.

Complete the chart using available information.

Key Number 
Food Safety Issue Procedure Contact to Call Forms to Complete 

Food-borne
illness

Foreign object
in food

Allergy attack

Food Borne illness – using an
Alleged Food Poisoning Form – take
as many details from the customer
as you can.  Suggest they visit their
Doctors & do not admit liability.
Inform them that you will conduct
an investigation, & that Customer
Services will be in contact with the
customer.  Send the completed form
to Customer Services in the self-
addressed & pre paid envelope.

Foreign Object - using an Alleged
Foreign Body Form – Take as many
details from the customer as you
can.  Do not admit liability.  Inform
them that you will conduct an
investigation, & that Customer
Services will be in contact with the
customer.  Send the completed form
and foreign body, to Customer
Services in the self-addressed & pre
paid envelope.

Allergy Attack – depending on the
seriousness – Call an ambulance –
Give the customer/medics, as much
information as you can regarding
the ingredients of the food/drinks
they have consumed in your
restaurant (list available on
Internet).

Customer
Services –

020 8732
9123

‘Alleged Food
Poisoning Form’.

‘Alleged Foreign
Body Form’.

Customer
Services –

020 8732
9123
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Key Number 
Food Safety Issue Procedure Contact to Call Forms to Complete 

Pests in
restaurant or
in food

Critical health
violations

Call out Ecolab (pest controller). 
a. If in restaurant – depends on type
of pest, if mouse or rat – close
restaurant.  If insect, close section
of restaurant. If possible, ensure all
food is moved and covered to a
secure area where possibility of
pests contacting the food is reduced.
E.g. close salad bar or switch light
off if it is attracting flies.  Clean and
sanitise the affected areas.
b. If in kitchen - If possible, ensure
all food is moved and covered to a
secure area where possibility of
pests contacting the food is reduced.
Clean and sanitise the affected
areas.

Critical health violations – e.g. no
hot water; serious pest infestation;
multiple food poisoning cases,
failure of oven extraction.  These
should all result in the closure of
the restaurant so that the risk to
employee and public health is
reduced.

Ecolab.

Restaurant
Excellence.

Record in Ecolab
folder.

Incident Report
Form.
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Read the case studies and answer the questions.

Case Study 1 A customer walks into the restaurant and demands
to see the Manager. The customer then informs you
that food she purchased at your restaurant the
previous night made her entire family sick.

Question Case Study 1

What would you say and do to express
concern, but not admit fault?

What information would you request from
the customer? What documentation
would you use?

What advice could you offer the
customer?

How would you handle the issue?

Apologise that the customer believes we may have made
her & her family sick.  Inform her that you will take the
matter seriously and ask her to help you collect the
details on the relevant form.  Collect all the details and
state that she will next hear from our Customer Services
and that a full investigation will take place.  

What each member of the family ate, to identify
any common products.  The date & time they ate.
Whether they have eaten anywhere else together
(at home?).  Use the Alleged Food Poisoning
Form.  

Inform her that the illnesses could have been
caused by other means, so she should encourage
her family to visit the Doctor where tests can be
carried out.

Investigate in the restaurant – any team members
working with an illness?  Any equipment not
working properly?  Any other customers
complaining?  Inform Customer Services via the
Alleged Food Poisoning Form & send it in the Pre
paid, self-addressed envelope.  
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Case Study 2 A customer asks for a Manager. She tells you that
she just bit into a piece of metal in food she
purchased at your restaurant. Her mouth is cut and
bleeding. The metal does not look like it could be
from anything found in the restaurant.

Question Case Study 2

What would you say and do to express
concern, but not admit fault?

What information would you request from
the customer and what documentation
would you use?

What samples would you request and
what would you do with them?

How would you handle the issue?

Apologise to the customer and express your
surprise and disappointment at the incident.
Ask her if she requires any medical help.

Using the Alleged Foreign Body Form – Ask
the customer for the foreign body & try to
identify it.  Ask her what food it had been in?
Immediately stop selling that food/ingredient
e.g. remove it from the make table.

Ask the customer for the foreign body, place
this in a Foreign Body plastic bag.  Seal the
bag; attach it to the completed form and post
to Customer Services in the Pre paid, self-
addressed envelope.

Inform the customer that they would not be
charged for their meal (as customer was
injured).  State that a full investigation would
be conducted to try to learn how the FB
could have contaminated the food.  Inform
the customer that Customer Services will be
in contact with her regarding the matter.
Conduct a full investigation into the incident
– any maintenance in the kitchen recently?
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Activity

2-12
Respond to Customer Issues About
Food Safety

Review the answers to Activities 2-10 and 2-11.

Perform a role-play with your Module Trainer to
practice handling customer issues about food
safety and health problems. After the role-play, your
Module Trainer will provide feedback.

Role-play Situation:

• You are the Shift Leader. 

• Your Module Trainer is a customer. 

• The customer tells you that there are insects in 
the door way. 

• He angrily hands you a napkin (serviette) that 
contains an insect he pulled off his child’s shoe.

Take notes when you receive feedback from your
Module Trainer.
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Discuss the following:

After this meeting, complete the Knowledge Quiz
and short answer test.

Topic Notes

Challenges with handling the situation

How to follow up to ensure the problem
is corrected

Feedback on your areas of opportunity
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Knowledge Quiz 
Answer the following questions:

1. The single, most important thing Team Members can do
to prevent micro-organisms from contaminating food
items is to:

a. Wash their hands
b. Always wear a hairnet
c. Always use a handkerchief
d. Keep the toilets clean

2. Team Members must follow standards for appearance in
terms of neat and clean uniform, face, hands, and hair:

a. Because good personal hygiene gives customers a good
impression of the restaurant standards for cleanliness

b. Because it is easier to control Team Members if they
dress alike

c. Only if they might be seen by a customer

3. During a tour of the restaurant with a Health Inspector,
you are asked a question and you do not know the
answer. You should:

a. Guess, because it is important to answer
b. Tell the Inspector you will get the answer and let the

inspector know
c. Tell the Inspector you will get the answer. Then contact your

RGM or Area Manager to get the answer right away.

4. If Team Members clean as they go, it will:
a. Provide a more pleasant work environment to improve

morale and performance
b. Increase the pride Team Members feel about their jobs
c. Decrease the chance of an accident
d. All of the above

Quiz
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1. How is the Shift Leader accountable for food safety?

2. What are some ways to communicate C.H.A.M.P.S.
standards for cleanliness and sanitation?

3. Why is it important to ensure that Team Members follow
food handling procedures?

4. What is the impact on C.H.A.M.P.S. in your restaurant if
your team does not meet customer expectations of
cleanliness?

5. Where is the last CER report kept, that was conducted on
your restaurant? What issues regarding food safety did it
raise?

Short Answer

The Shift Leader is the person in charge of the
restaurant.  They are therefore responsible for
ensuring team members have good personal
hygiene; equipment functions properly; food is
prepared properly and discarded if beyond shelf life
or not to brand standard.  They are also responsible
for the kitchen to be clean and well maintained.

Pre-shift briefings; Team Scheme; on the spot
coaching; posters; team meetings; personal reviews;
CER action plans; CHAMPS Check reports.

To prevent poor products being given to customers;
to reduce the risk of food poisoning; to reduce the
risk of prosecution by the EHO; to reduce the risk of
poor PR & poor sales.

Poor results on CHAMPScheck; poor morale; poor
sales; poor rewards.

Working Manual.
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Next Steps

Review your test answers.

Complete all unfinished activities and review the answers.

Your Module Trainer will let you know what the next steps
are to complete the Skills Assessment for certification.

Meet with your Module Trainer

Use a Recognition Sticker to recognise someone who
helped you as you were completing this module. Say what
the person did well. Say why you appreciate it.

Recognition

Things I need to work on or practice before module certification:
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Skills Assessment

Application of Knowledge
What Was Effective

How Could It Be More
Effective

Completed More
Successfully Practice

• Assign tasks. Then observe
Team Members performing
sanitation and food safety
tasks during 1 shift. Provide
feedback to Team
Members.

• During a peak, observe and
evaluate food safety,
cleanliness, and product
preparation practices in the
restaurant. Give Team
Members feedback.

• Explain or role-play how to
handle a visit from a health
inspector. The following
areas to be covered:
- First thing you need to 

do during the visit
- Who should you inform?
- What do you do if you 

don’t know the answer?
- What do you do after 

the inspection?

• Role-play how to handle
customer issues on the
following:
- Food bone illness
- Foreign object
- Allergy attack
- Pests
- Critical health violations
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Trainee Date 

Restaurant General Manager Date 

You have 
successfully completed . . . 

Congratulations

Cleanliness

and Food

Safety

Module 2 

Leading a

Shift


